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IN A FIRST, ARMY RECEIVES HAND GRENADES FROM
PRIVATE SECTOR
Relevant for: Current Affairs | Topic: Defence related developments

Rajnath Singh with a replica of the hand grenade from EEL.
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Marking a first in ammunition supply by the private sector to the Army, Nagpur-based Economic
Explosives Limited (EEL) handed over the first batch of Multi-Mode Hand Grenades (MMHG) on
Tuesday.
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“The first batch of MMHG manufactured by EEL following Transfer of Technology from Terminal
Ballistics Research Laboratory of Defence Research & Development Organisation (DRDO), was
handed over to the Army in the presence of Defence Minister Rajnath Singh in Nagpur,” a
Defence Ministry statement said.
The EEL had taken the technology from DRDO in 2016, the statement said. “Extensive trials
were successfully undertaken by the Army and Directorate General of Quality Assurance
(DGQA) in 2017-18 in plains, deserts and high altitudes over summer and winter,” it stated.
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The MMHG grenades will replace Grenade No. 36 of World War I vintage design still in service.
The EEL had signed a contract with the Ministry of Defence on October 1, 2020 to supply 10
lakh modern hand grenades to the Army and Air Force. The deliveries will be spread over two
years from the bulk production clearance, which was accorded to EEL in March 2021, the
statement added.
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Talking of the initiative of technology transfer to Industries by DRDO, Mr. Singh said that this
was being undertaken free of cost, while providing access to testing facilities and over 450
patents.
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INDO-KAZAKHSTAN JOINT TRAINING EXERCISE TO
COMMENCE ON 30 AUGUST 2021
Relevant for: Current Affairs | Topic: Defence related developments
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As part of military diplomacy and to strengthen the growing strategic relation with Kazakhstan,
the 5th edition of Indo- Kazakhstan Joint Training Exercise, “KAZIND-21” will be conducted at
Training Node, Aisha Bibi, Kazakhstan, from 30 August to 11 September 2021. The exercise is a
joint training between both the Armies, which will boost the bilateral relations between India and
Kazakhstan.
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The Indian Army contingent represented by a battalion of The Bihar Regiment consists of a total
of 90 personnel led by a Contingent Commander. The Kazakhstan Army will be represented by
a company group.
The Exercise will provide an opportunity to the Armed Forces of India & Kazakhstan to train for
Counter Insurgency/ Counter Terrorism operation in mountainous, rural scenario under UN
mandate. The scope of Joint Exercise includes professional exchange, planning & execution of
operation in Counter terrorism environment at sub unit level and sharing expertise on skills at
arms, combat shooting and experiences in Counter Insurgency/ Counter Terrorism operations.
The exercise will culminate after a 48 hours long validation exercise which will involve a scenario
of neutralization of terrorists in a semi-rural hideout.
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The exercise will strengthen mutual confidence, inter-operability and enable sharing of best
practices between the Armed Forces of India and Kazakhstan.
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As part of military diplomacy and to strengthen the growing strategic relation with Kazakhstan,
the 5th edition of Indo- Kazakhstan Joint Training Exercise, “KAZIND-21” will be conducted at
Training Node, Aisha Bibi, Kazakhstan, from 30 August to 11 September 2021. The exercise is a
joint training between both the Armies, which will boost the bilateral relations between India and
Kazakhstan.
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The Indian Army contingent represented by a battalion of The Bihar Regiment consists of a total
of 90 personnel led by a Contingent Commander. The Kazakhstan Army will be represented by
a company group.
The Exercise will provide an opportunity to the Armed Forces of India & Kazakhstan to train for
Counter Insurgency/ Counter Terrorism operation in mountainous, rural scenario under UN
mandate. The scope of Joint Exercise includes professional exchange, planning & execution of
operation in Counter terrorism environment at sub unit level and sharing expertise on skills at
arms, combat shooting and experiences in Counter Insurgency/ Counter Terrorism operations.
The exercise will culminate after a 48 hours long validation exercise which will involve a scenario
of neutralization of terrorists in a semi-rural hideout.
The exercise will strengthen mutual confidence, inter-operability and enable sharing of best
practices between the Armed Forces of India and Kazakhstan.
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HACKATHON TO FIND OUT SOLUTIONS FOR INTEL
BODIES
Relevant for: Current Affairs | Topic: Education and related issues
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The Bureau of Police Research and Development (BPR&D), in coordination with the All India
Council for Technical Education (AICTE), will launch an online hackathon “Manthan 2021” on
Thursday, for identification of innovative concepts and technology solutions to address the
challenges faced by intelligence agencies.
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BPR&D Director-General V.S.K. Kaumudi and AICTE Chairman Anil D. Sahasrabudhe will
launch the programme, following which the applicants can register themselves for the event
through its official website manthan.mic.gov.in.
Manthan 2021 will be held in two phases.

In the first phase, the participants will submit their concepts against the problem statements
which they want to solve on the portal.
The ideas will be evaluated by a group of experts and only the innovative ideas will be selected
for the second round scheduled from November 28.
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“During this 36-hour online hackathon, scheduled from November 28 to December 1, 2021, the
selected youth from education institutions across the country and registered start-ups will
participate to offer strong, safe and effective technology solutions using their technical expertise
and innovative skills. Total prize money worth Rs. 40 lakh will be given to the winning teams,”
said a government release.
The participants will have to develop digital solutions under six themes for 20 different challenge
statements mentioned in the website, using new technologies like artificial intelligence, deep
learning, augmented reality and machine learning. They must prove to the jury that the solution
is technically feasible and, more importantly, implementable.
Registration is expected to start on August 26.
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FUKUSHIMA NUCLEAR WATER TO BE RELEASED VIA
UNDERSEA TUNNEL
Relevant for: Current Affairs | Topic: Nuclear science

A file photo of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant in Okuma town.ApHiro Komae
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The operator of the wrecked Fukushima nuclear power plant said on Wednesday it plans to build
an undersea tunnel so that massive amounts of treated but still radioactive water can be
released into the ocean about 1 km away from the plant to avoid interference with local fishing.
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The operator, Tokyo Electric Power Company Holdings, said it hopes to start releasing the water
in spring 2023. TEPCO says hundreds of storage tanks at the plant need to be removed to make
room for facilities necessary for the plant’s decommissioning.
An official, Junichi Matsumoto, said TEPCO will construct the undersea tunnel by drilling through
bedrock in the seabed near its No. 5 reactor, which survived the meltdowns at the plant, to
minimise possible underground contamination or leakage of radioactive ground water into the
tunnel. Radioactive water has been stored in about 1,000 tanks at the Fukushima Daiichi plant
since 2011, when a massive earthquake and tsunami damaged three reactors and their cooling
water became contaminated and began leaking.
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The government decided in April to start discharging the water, after further treatment and
dilution, into the Pacific Ocean in spring 2023 under safety standards set by regulators, a move
opposed by fishermen and neighbouring countries.
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Under the new plan, the water will be released at a depth of about 12 m below the ocean’s
surface, said Mr. Matsumoto.
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